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How come the wall is visible?



Backscattered light contributes to the contrast
of the vessel wall





The arteriolar wall: a measurable biomarker
unique in medicine

F Rossant, ISEP
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AO imaging for vascular morphometry

40 normotensive or treatment-naive hypertensive subjects (18 F, 22 M)
Mean age : 45y
Mean systolic pressure :128mmHg (±21)
Mean WLR : 0.309

(p< 0.01 for all)
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AOO allows to identify other features of vascular imaging not 
detectable by conventional imaging

Hyperreflective border Axial reflex Double  axial reflex in veins



What is the white band along vessels?



Incident light directed to the summit of the vessel is
reflected back to the camera (specular reflection)  



The light arriving on the side of vessels is deviated, and 
this deviation increases with eccentricity





Incident light Reflected light
Some photons are 
recaptured by the 

camera

Light is deviated in surrounding tissues; part of multiply scattered photons are 
returing to the camera



Axial reflex

wall

Red cells

Le reflet blanc central est la réflexion de la lumière sur les globules rouges
Seule la lumière tombant exactement sur le sommet du vaisseau est réfléchie vers 
la caméra (et donc apparaît sur l’image)



when vessels are close, these two sources of multiply
scattered photons generate a higher reflectance between

vessels



The «paravascular white band » is modulated by the orientation 
of nerve fiber layer



The «paravascular white band » is modulated by the orientation 
of nerve fiber layer

visible

Not visible

visible

When a vessel is perfectly
perpendicular to optic fibers, then

the white band becomes linear
(i.e., parallel to axonal fascicles)



Presence of the « white band » around a cylindrical hemorrage
→ may indicate a lateral reflection→ indication on the shape of 

the structure



AOO allows to identify other features of vascular imaging not 
detectable by conventional imaging

Axial reflex Double  axial reflex in veins



Multiple parallel reflectance lines are sometime seen
downstream of venous confluences

Chui, Burns 2013



… which is fact has been seen for decades by 
fluorescein angiography



The origin of reflex in veins



OCT imaging of lumen reveals the organization of red cells

• Cimalla P, Walther J, Mittasch M, Koch E. Shear flow-induced optical inhomogeneity of blood assessed in vivo and in vitro by spectral domain optical
coherence tomography in the 1.3 μm wavelength range. J Biomed Opt. 2011 Nov;16(11):116020.

Artery Vein



The axial reflex cumulates specular reflexion from two
sources: from the wall itself and from the red cell

column



capillaries





Direction of flow in each capillary can therefore be postulated
from their connections



Epivascular structures

• Nerve fiber layer

• Vitreous attachment

• Gunn’s dots



Gunns dots



Flicker



FAN: a focal increase of arteriolar tone?



Lumen smoothness: an indicator of 
microvascular tone?


